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Music Education is a part of the Primary School curriculum in Spain.
Students get only 45 min per week organized by group lessons. Thus,
it is complicated for teachers to give individualized attention.
Additionally, learning to play an instrument is difficult with the current
method. In this paper, we propose a methodology and the
development of a digital tool as a complement to learn flute at home,
in a persuasive and guided manner, using the virtual teacher
metaphor. Students can listen to the selected repertoire, recording
their performances and receiving advices from their devices
(smartphone or tablet). Finally, the teacher will receive feedback for
the evolution of each student in order to offer individual advice in the
classroom.

After study the primary school teacher requirements and a proposed
taxonomy and scenario, we have the enough knowledge of the
requirement for an ICT complement for studying flute at home. Thus, a
team of computer scientists have elaborate an app for complement this
kind of study.

1.Repertoire
2.Virtual Teacher support: This metaphor includes
mechanisms to guide students during their self-learning
process at home (Fingering, Articulation, Tablature,
Tempo, Duration, Articulation, Mistakes).
3.Continuous Evaluation: Every individual interaction of
the students with the Virtual Teacher is gathered.
Students’ performances are recorded and temporarily
signed while practicing at home. In addition,
dissimilarities/mistakes found by the mechanisms
proposed in the Virtual Teacher support are also linked to
their performances. This information is grouped by
student and sent to the teacher as a log. In this manner,
weekly evolution of each person is available to the
teacher in a transparent manner.

The student, by selecting the song to study, opens the score into
the screen. In it, we can dispose, not only the Musical Language,
but also, the flute graphs to help the students to recognize the
symbols in a simple and familiar manner.
Button Rec (recording), allows the student to proceed for
recording their performances of parts or the whole song. After
recording, last screen (fig.3), the app shows the mistakes during
performing. These feedbacks will be sent, in a transparent and
reduced manner, to the teacher.

In this work, a new methodology for learning flute at Primary
School is proposed. The methodology describes three main stages
complemented by a digital tool. By using the mobile client
application, students will practice at home, playing selected flute
pieces from the repertoire and receiving adequate automatic
feedback from the Virtual Teacher. Furthermore, the teacher will
send individual and collective messages, when necessary, to guide
the learning process throughout the week.
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Thanks to the digital support, the teacher will have access to
individual evaluations, becoming aware of individualized and
collective errors. This will have a positive impact on weekly
lessons. The teacher can design more effective and smarter
classes because of the previous knowledge of the learning
progress, for instance, grouping students with common errors,
promoting alternative exercises for Musical Theory reinforcement,
modifying selected repertoire dynamically according to the group
level for the upcoming lessons, etc.
In essence, the continuous evaluation promoted by the proposed
methodology and the active support provided during the practice
at home will improve the class evolution. These aspects are the
most important contribution of this proposal because there are no
approaches combining these faculties in the literature of Music
Education.

